
depressed/had insomnia, etc. 

The bad news is that the Na-

tional Center for Health Statistics 

(NCHS) for the United States 

also showed our 4 percent rate 

had doubled by late 2019. NCHS 

now is reporting well over 30 

percent – quadrupled. Small 

data bases with fast reports are 

trending even higher. It is likely 

that more than 30 percent of the 

globe will check in with anxiety, 

depression or insomnia.  

Health and other warnings

In addition to higher rates of anxiety and so on, 

CUS is already affecting death rates for specific 

illnesses. NCHS is reporting rising cardiac and 

diabetic deaths (unrelated to COVID).  Just as 

bad, CUS affects problem solving and relation-

ships from the intimate to the political. The fights 

on airplanes are a sad symptom. Several cities 

have record high murder rates. And so on….

Declining stress events and rising anxiety?

Surely stress symptoms fade quickly? Not 

Editor’s Note: Collington resident 
Jeannette Haviland-Jones, profes-
sor emerita of psychology at Rutgers 
University, is co-author of The Genius 
of Emotion. She has been director of 
Rutgers’s Human Emotions Lab and 
associate director of the Center for 
Sensory Science Innovation.

The pandemic!  Isn’t it time 

to move on? We are tired 

of it all.  Being tired of it, is, 

sadly, a symptom of a serious 

health threat that should not 

be ignored.  It is called CUS –  

Chronic Unpredictable Stress.  

Before we stress ourselves once more, let’s 

“inoculate” with a sweet thought. We, the elders, 

are showing lower levels of stress than younger 

people across the U.S., in China, perhaps around 

the world. Keep that in mind while you learn about 

CUS. 

Global news: Stress quadrupled

Just a few months ago. I saw that reports of 

anxiety from China had jumped to around 30 per-

cent. Frankly, I was skeptical. As recently as 2015, 

the World Health Organization reported that only 

4 percent of the world population were anxious/

TheThe
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CUS: A Growing Threat to Health
Pandemic May be Easing, but Residual Stress Remains

By Jeannette Jones

mindwell leeds.uk

see CUS, p. 2
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Polio from p. 1

CUS, actually. 

New COVID traumas are declining, but CUS is 

different. A recent east coast US study showed 

this specifically. Individuals were reporting fewer 

stressful events over the weeks but anxiety con-

tinued to rise. This is a classic CUS pattern. 

So, what is CUS?

We have known about the dangers of CUS 

since the 1930s. The early research led to a No-

bel Prize. CUS is especially dangerous because 

it seems harmless at first. If all three phases of 

CUS occur, it can deplete and unbalance the en-

docrine, gastrointestinal and metabolic systems. 

The poetic line “little drops of water make the 

mighty ocean” gives the picture.

Here is a CUS true-life example:

The Stressor:  A smoke alarm beeped one 

night. (It could have been any of 1000 little, non-

traumatic things – CUS is a generalist.)

CUS Phase 1: We jump up, ears, nose and 

eyes alert. Nothing. Even so, we are “alert”, “on-

edge,” anxious. The problem-solving, cardiac and 

sensory systems are aroused, sleep is affected. 

The Unpredictable: Every two or three days 

or nights, the alarm beeps again – unpredictably. 

We are on edge with mental and physical symp-

toms – unpredictably. 

CUS Phase II: The systems that protect us 

against repeated anxious reactions arise. Add 

“irritated” to anxious. Add disturbances to blood 

pressure and cortisol levels. Over time. this af-

fects cardiac and diabetic systems.

CUS Phase III:  Our fire alarm was fixed in a 

few weeks. The pandemic lasted years. We are 

exhausted – just tired of it all. Now the immune 

system is in danger of harm, adding to the previ-

see Stressed, p. 10

ous problems.

Decades of research on CUS finds that each 

phase has pathways that affect memory, problem 

solving, impulsivity, and so on. If your blood pres-

sure and weight have risen and your memory 

failed more this last year, it is not just age and 

not just you – millions are affected.

Local News. Senior Strengths.

We have a very serious global picture, but 

what about our local one? Population statistics 

show that younger people now are reporting 

higher levels of anxiety than seniors. There are 

likely two reasons: emotional intelligence (EQ) 

and general happiness. 

Generally, seniors are at the high end of Emo-

tional Intelligence (EQ). We are not blind to grief, 

fear, anger, or joy. We know and manage them 

remarkably well. We all have our “moments” and 
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The Collington Foundation’s 

sale of works by resident David 

Fry was a first for the Foundation. 

The exhibition, “From Bole to Bowl,” 

highlighted 40 years of professional 

woodturning by David, who donated 

over 50 pieces from his collection to 

benefit the Foundation. In the past, 

the Foundation held a successful 

art auction of items donated by resi-

dents, but this was its first sale of 

artworks created by a resident.

Sue Blanchette, the resident in 

charge of the Clock Tower exhibits 

(and a Foundation Board member), 

scheduled David’s work to be dis-

played in the glass cases in May.  “With work as 

beautiful as David’s, putting up the exhibit was a 

joy,” she said

The Foundation decided to use the first day 

of the exhibit, May 3, as a “gallery opening” to 

David Fry welcomes guests  
at the exhibit of his work.   
Photo by Marian Fuchs

Fry Exhibit Nets $13.3k for Foundation
By Bonnie Cronin

officially launch the Annual Fund 

Appeal. It was also the Foundation’s 

first in-person event since the begin-

ning of the pandemic. Committee 

organizers estimated that well over 

200 guests were in attendance, 

many with credit cards in hand to 

acquire a piece of David’s unique 

and elegant work offered at special 

pricing for Collington residents and 

special guests. As of this writing, all 

but three of the more than 50 items 

have sold. Net proceeds from the 

event have exceeded $13,300 to 

benefit the Annual Fund. 

The Collington Foundation 

Annual Appeal is happening now through June 

15. Donors can choose to benefit one or more 

of the following funds: Annual Fund, Fellowship 

Fund, Scholarship Fund and the Main Dining 

Room Sound Reduction Project.  

Above, Left: Perhaps the most unusual of the  
objects on display was this set of athletic equipment: 

baseball bats and ball and a Frisbee; Below, Left: 
Foundation Chair Bonnie Cronin addresses the crowd; 

Above: David Fry talks with Merritt Edner.   
Photos by Sue Blanchette
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Susan Bratt: Theater 
Costumer/Seamstress
By Dorothy Yuan

An electric-powered tricycle stands 
at the entrance to Susan Bratt’s cot-
tage, reflecting Susan’s desire to 
replace the use of a polluting car for her drives to 
nearby shopping.   The tricycle also captures its 
owner’s love of cycling and travelling.

After retirement, Susan and her husband sold 
their home and moved to a downtown Minneapolis 
condo so that they could more easily do extended 
travel.   They purchased a 24-foot motor home 
and shipped it to Europe.  With it, they toured 
virtually the entire European continent, from the 
Arctic Circle in Finland to the southern tip of Italy, 
over the course of six years.  They cycled along 
the route of the Tour de France in 2004, which 
gave them a much more detailed exploration of 
the countryside and the local inhabitants than 
would be available to ordinary tourists.

These experiences represent the tip of an excit-
ing life of immersion in the theater.

Susan grew up in farm country in Walworth, 
Wisc., and attended Calvin College in Grand 
Rapids, Mich.  There she met her husband, Da-
vid.  The couple went to Iowa State University 
for David’s master’s degree while Susan taught 
fourth grade. Then they moved to Menominee, 
Michigan, where David taught at Stout State 
University and Susan continued teaching in a lo-
cal elementary school. A four-year stay in Santa 
Barbara, Calif., allowed him to complete his Ph.D. 
in Theater. Their final career move was back to 
the north where David assumed a position at 
Minona State University in Minnesota, where he 
eventually became chair of theatre and dance.  In 

We Welcome 
Our New Neighbors

Minona the couple built their own house from the 
ground up as they raised their two children, a boy 
and a girl.   At the same time Susan became the 
costume designer as well as the seamstress for 
all of the department’s productions.  Her expertise 
was also much sought after when people needed 
alterations. Her continued interest in all different 
aspects of art is evidenced by the large number 
of craft paraphernalia in her home.  One of her 
ambitions now is to finish off all the yarn she has 
accumulated over the years.  Little does she know 
that once the Collington Theater Group learns of 
her skills she may not have time enough to ac-
complish this aim. 

In addition, Susan has participated in various 
volunteer activities, such as knitting baby attire 
for the group Bundle of Love.  She was also an 
election judge in her home precinct.  David died in 
2017.  When the COVID-19 epidemic shut down 
Minneapolis, it provided Susan with encourage-
ment to move nearer to her son in University Park, 
Md., and she decided to come to Collington. 

Once she becomes involved with Collington 
groups involved in activities similar to her many in-
terests, Susan may end up with fewer chances of 
going to her other residence, a motor home pres-
ently parked in Ft. Myers, Florida, and especially 
since she plans also to frequently visit her daugh-

ter who lives with her family in Norway.

Nancy Rubenson:  
From the Military to Maryland
By Mary Bird

Nancy Rubenson, the eighth of 
eleven children, grew up in rural Ohio. 
The summer before her junior year of high school, 
she attended a youth leadership conference spon-
sored by the Congregational Church and there 
met “Bits” (George) Rubenson, a rising senior at a 
high school a few towns away.

Soon after Bits graduated from Miami University 
in Oxford, Ohio, they married.  The next year, Nan-
cy graduated with a major in math education, and 
Bits received his draft notice.  He quickly enlisted 
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Paul lives with his wife, son and daughter.  Paul 
recently became curator of the Maryland Fire Mu-
seum. Nancy’s son Todd and his wife, both writers, 
work virtually from Santa Fe, N.M., and have two 
daughters.  

After visiting several facilities, Nancy came to 
Collington, and knew this was best for her. At the 
recent Activities Fair, Nancy signed up for the 
Flower and Drama Committee.

Sara Maxwell:  
Social Work and the Theater
By Sue Blanchette

Sara is a delight to talk with. Her 
open and welcoming disposition 
brightens a room and her view of the 
world at large and of herself makes a person just 
want to know her better.

Sara describes herself as “a Kansas girl,” but 
then goes on to explain that although she started 
life in Columbus, Kansas, a small city in the 
southwest part of the state, her life expanded from 
there to such places as Philadelphia, New York 
City, Seattle, and many other locales.  

With a rueful grin, Sara explains that she “didn’t 
do husbands well,” but she is proud of her four 
children and several grandchildren. She bore 
three children, then adopted another to round out 
the family. One of her daughters lives in the area, 
which is what eventually drew her to Collington. 

Her careers have been varied, but Sara ex-
plains that her love of theater and acting actually 
melded quite well with her other career as a social 
worker. Actors and social workers, she feels, need 
to be able to adapt easily to change. She received 
her undergraduate degree in theater from the 
University of Kansas; she has always been in-
terested in drama and vocal music, but knew it 
probably wasn’t enough to pay the bills. Acting 
became her avocation, done in the evenings in 
small theater groups. Probably the most exciting 

see Newcomers, p. 10

in the Air Force to avoid carrying a gun.
Thus began their 21-year career in the military.  

Nancy taught high school math for two years until 
son Paul was born and Bits was sent to Ramstein 
Air Force in Germany.  Bits and Nancy visited al-
most every country in Europe while there, some-
times with their sons (Paul, born in Alabama; 
Todd, born in Germany)

When Bits was assigned to the Pentagon, the 
family moved to University Park, Md.  Nancy’s 
interest in psychology led to an M.A. degree at the 
Catholic University of America.  She also took the 
federal civil service exam, scoring very high and 
receiving many job offers.

Her next decision was “one of the best of my 
life,” says Nancy.  She took a job with the National 
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) on 
the ground floor of a project to promote seat belt 
use.  Nancy forged relationships to engage nation-
al organizations in educating people through their 
local chapters using curricula developed by Nancy 
and her team.  Over her 21-year career, seat belt 
use rose from 14percent to 76 percent, greatly 
curtailing injury from air bags and accidents.

After Bits retired from the military he completed 
a doctorate in business at the University of Mary-
land, accepted a teaching position at Salisbury 
University on Maryland’s Eastern Shore and fell in 
love with the town.  He began looking at houses in 
Salisbury, but Nancy was reluctant to move, until 
she too fell in love – with a house inspired in its 
design by Frank Lloyd Wright.  For the next eleven 
years, Nancy was a weekend commuter to Salis-
bury, living in the D.C. area during the week while 
continuing her career at the NHTSA.

Upon retiring and moving to Salisbury, Nancy 
attended a housing forum hosted by the local 
Habitat for Humanity; then became a Board mem-
ber; then executive director for five years.  Under 
her leadership, a Re-Store was started which now 
brings in $90,000 a month.  About six homes are 
built a year.

Bits died in 2020 and Nancy began to look at 
CCRCs within an hour of Baltimore, where son 
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Getting to Know Our Arboretum
By Peggy Latimer

“This is a 

kind of ‘Know 

Your Neighbor 

Tree’,” pro-

claimed Alice 

Nicolson to 

residents on 

her Arboretum 

tour, part of a 

week-long “Re-

member Earth 

Day” program 

sponsored by 

the Building 

Committee’s 

Climate Action 

subcommittee.  

Alice’s walk 

took place on 

two days – a 

cold and blus-

tery April 19, 

and a sunny, 

pleasant morn-

ing three days later. 

In April 2021, ArbNet, an international commu-

nity of arboreta and tree-focused professionals, 

approved Collington as an accredited arboretum. 

The considerable effort involved in achieving this 

came from the Planting Subcommittee of the Res-

idents Association Grounds Committee. Although 

Collington’s arboretum is designated as a Level 1, 

the lowest level, Mary Toborg, who played a key 

role, points out that “there were some significant 

requirements, and the Arboretum provides one 

more way to 

showcase the 

rich variety of 

Collington’s 

trees.”

Alice’s job 

was to identify 

and label trees 

to create the 

first tree walk. 

A draft version 

of the walk – 

with 33 species 

– is available 

on the colling-

tonresidents.

org website un-

der Resources. 

The tour 

began in the 

Courtyard, 

moved to the 

area in front of 

the Community 

Center, and then circled through the 1000s dis-

trict. Alice explained some of the history of vari-

ous trees; most planted long ago by our earliest 

landscapers, but some planted by residents. One 

planted a small Pinus pinea (umbrella pine) in 

front of her unit in order to decorate for the holi-

days – much to the chagrin of some of her neigh-

bors. Today the mature tree would be at home 

in the Roman woodland. And Alice herself has 

grown two specimen trees from seeds, including 

the pink Styrax japonicus (Japanese snowbell) in 

the 1100s.

Though not on the tour route, Alice pointed out a striking redbud  
that might be lost via the proposed Master Plan. 
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The day before Alice’s second walk, many 

residents 

had viewed 

a video 

talk of en-

tomologist 

Doug Tal-

lamy, who 

illustrated 

the vital 

intercon-

nectedness 

of native 

plants and 

insects and 

other wild-

life. Alice 

emphasized 

that al-

though not 

all of the 

tour’s trees 

were native, 

only one of 

them was 

invasive: Pyrus calleryana, the “dreaded Bradford 

pear,” she called it. Alice specifically included the 

Bradford on the tour to accentuate “how incred-

ibly invasive this showy species has become.” 

Asked whether there were any trees on the 

walk located on the wooded berms that have 

been proposed for replacement by new residen-

tial units as part of the Master Plan, Alice replied 

in the negative. She stated, “The berms largely 

have mature native species that contribute to 

Collington’s significance as part of the Chesa-

peake Bay Watershed.” 

In addition to Alice’s tour and Tallamy’s lecture, 

Earth Week events included a bird walk, a popu-

lar music program, a composting demonstra-

tion, and a 

woodlands 

cleanup 

through the 

Weed War-

riors. The 

introduction 

to the writ-

ten program 

cited the 

relevance of 

Collington’s 

current Stra-

tegic Plan 

objectives, 

including: 

“increases 

energy con-

servation 

and ecologi-

cal sustain-

ability, and 

enhances 

and sus-

tains our 

natural environment and campus grounds as a 

unique asset.” 

For certain, participants left Alice’s tours highly 

enthused and more appreciative of our special 

campus.

Arboretum from p. 6

Alice’s tour was well attended.
Photos by Peggy Latimer.
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Tree swallows are 

long-distance mi-

grants. They winter 

in Florida and along 

the Gulf Coast down 

into Mexico, Cuba 

and Central America.  

Spring migration 

brings them into the 

northern half of the 

United States and 

almost all of Canada. Historically, they nest in 

tree hollows, such as old woodpecker nests. To-

day, increasing numbers use man-made nesting 

boxes. Their homes are simple affairs, lined with 

lots of feathers.  

The average size of a clutch is four to seven 

eggs. Incubation takes anywhere from 11-20 

days. The babies are born helpless. They will 

spend the next two to three weeks in the nest 

box, where both parents constantly visit, bringing 

insect food for the youngsters. In the southern 

portions of their breeding range, tree swallows 

may produce a second brood.  

When cool weather sets in, these swallows 

form massive flocks of 100,000+ birds. As they 

move south, they spend evenings in common 

roosts. The gigantic flock will repeatedly circle 

the roosting area, with each revolution resulting 

in large numbers of birds dropping down to settle 

in for the evening. Eventually, the entire flock is 

settled. It’s an extraordinary spectacle.  

Standing on the edge of Lake Collington, I 

couldn’t help thinking that we were being treated 

to a spectacle ourselves. Swirling tree swallows 

sweeping through the sky gladdened our hearts 

and lifted our spirits.  

As we grow older, this becomes our vision – 

dancing effortlessly through the heavens and 

bringing joy to those still standing on the shore. 

Tree Swallows Treat Us  
to an Aerial Dance

Swooping, swirling, diving – the avian acro-

bats were dazzling. Tree swallows were putting 

on an aerial display that would make the Blue 

Angels envious. To those of us watching from the 

edge of Collington Lake, it was a marvelous act.  

To the swallows, it was simply dinnertime. 

Tree swallows are an iridescent steely blue on 

top, from head to tail. Flight feathers are black-

ish, while the birds are uniformly white below. 

The flashing blue and white of these swallows in 

flight is a sight to behold. They have very short 

bills, and the tail is squared off or slightly forked. 

Tree swallows eat flying insects. To be suc-

cessful, they need to nab their meals in mid-air.  

They are extraordinarily skilled at doing so, gob-

bling down several hundred insects daily. Evolu-

tion has left them with a body that is perfectly 

adapted to the task. Broad wings lift the birds, 

with little extraneous flapping needed. They glide 

more than other swallows. The short tail serves 

a dual purpose as rudder and elevator. Even the 

mouth is designed for snagging evasive prey. It 

is surprisingly wide, allowing the bird to capture 

flying insects even if the swallow’s aim is ever-

so-slightly off center.  

Freshwater lakes and ponds are favorite feed-

ing locations. They are great breeding grounds 

for insects (e.g., mosquitos, mayflies, damsel- 

and dragonflies). Open fields and meadows are 

similarly productive, yielding lots of flies, grass-

hoppers, butterflies, and bees.

Flights of Fancy
by

Mike Burke

Tree swallow. wikimedia photo
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Linked at Birth(days)
Collington Couples Celebrate Coincidence

By Mary Bird

newsela.com

In May, 

five of the 

couples 

living at 

Colling-

ton have 

birthdays 

in the 

same 

month. 

Unusual? 

Other 

months 

have only 

one or no couples sharing the birthday month.

When Peter and Marilu Sherer learned, on 

their first date, that their birthdays were the 

22nd and 23rd of May, they thought it a wonder-

ful omen.  Years after they married, when they 

were falling in love with a Welsh terrier puppy, 

they knew he had to be adopted into their family 

when they learned his birthday was the 21st of 

May. The couple’s current canine companions, 

Rooney and Ducky, were both born on July 28th, 

though eight years apart.

May is a big birthday month for the McCul-

ley family, too. Anne was born on her mother’s 

birthday. Anne and Mike’s daughter was born 

two days ahead of Anne’s birthday. And Anne’s 

brother, Robert Reed, who also lives at Colling-

ton, celebrates his birthday the day after Mike’s.  

Early in their dating, Anne Chase and Lynn 

Troy realized they shared a sense of humor 

as well a birthday month when Anne brought 

out a cake decorated with “Happy Communion 

Ramona” (left at a bakery). Their birthdays are 

so close 

to their 

Collington 

cluster’s 

start-

of-the-

month 

“cake 

for all” 

and end-

of-the-

month 

Memo-

rial Day 

Breakfast that they have chosen a day in mid-

May to celebrate together. 

Marianne and Clancy Mann have July birth-

days, and Clancy and their daughter, Jennifer, 

were both born on July 4th. “When Jennifer was 

little,” Marianne says, “she thought the fireworks 

were for her.”

Sara Case and Nancy Eichert met backpack-

ing in the Blue Ridge Mountains. Sometimes 

they celebrate their March birthdays with a hike.

Our neighbors Mike and Pat Burke, however, 

share not only the month but the day; their birth-

days are on February 20th. An on-line article 

says “there is a 0.27 percent chance that any 

two people will have the same birthday so it is 

improbable, but not impossible, that they should 

connect and marry.” “What adds to the improb-

ability for us,” says Pat, “is that my brother-in-law 

is Mike’s twin, making three of us celebrating the 

day.”
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Stressed from p. 2

will have more. Nevertheless, we seniors have 

emotional “smarts” for recovery. We can offer this 

strength and our empathy for others to our com-

munities.

Looking across the lifespan, our later years are 

usually the happiest.  As we are happier, we will 

feel the stressors, but recover more readily in both 

mind and body. This is why I “inoculated” you with 

hope at the start. If a person is first “inoculated” 

with something “happy”, maybe something as 

simple as the smell of an orange, a note of bird 

song…and then stressed, the cardiac system will 

recover faster – within minutes. We can “inoculate” 

ourselves intelligently as often as needed. This 

resilience is a real strength when CUSed. 

Recovery: Take it small and slow. Use the EQ. 

Use your Happy.

I trust you already know the basics in caring 

for stress: Rest, easy exercises, time with friends, 

pets, gardens and so on.  Let me remind you that 

big, positive events are stressful. For many rea-

sons: we are traveling, having big reunions and 

parties. Like marriages and promotions, these 

seldom counter CUS. Be smart. 

Little drops…

I will end with two bits of advice from my own 

research lab. 

Keep a flower close. Among other “tricks”, flow-

ering plants that co-evolved with us can send up 

a calming chemical plume akin to valium. Hand 

someone a flower and check for a smile. Put a 

rose nearby and have less anxiety.

Stay near happy people. If you see a true 

smile, your brain (insula) will mimic it and start a 

cascade of changes. If you are in range of a per-

son’s plume of mood chemicals, it will alter your 

thoughts and behavior. 

Pass along your own flower, your smile, 

and your personal happy chemical plume.  We 

should be especially generous standing by over-

stressed younger people. 

It took many, many months for us to become 

“tired of it all”. It will take months to emerge. With 

our high EQ, a history of happiness, and atten-

tion to small steps, we will head in the right direc-

tion. These little drops, too, make a mighty ocean. 

Newcomers from p. 5

venture in her acting career was as part of a mu-

sical troupe that toured Japan early in her career. 

This love of travel, not for vacation, but just 

to change location and see another part of the 

country, is what sent her from East Coast to 

West Coast and back. With a master’s in social 

work, she was able to pick up her career and 

move because there was always a need for 

trained social workers. 

The early stages of memory loss made her 

realize that living alone was no longer a good 

idea. Her daughter did the research, Sara 

found Collington and never looked back.  She 

is delighted with the work that was done in her 

apartment to welcome her. She hasn’t found 

her niche here quite yet but is looking forward to 

getting in the pool and getting her fingers in the 

dirt outside her apartment. Sara has a life-long 

love of flowers and is already planning to create 

a garden outside her windows.  One of the most 

striking parts of her apartment can be seen in 

the needlework that covers her walls.  Her work 

is exquisite in both color and detail; once she is 

more firmly established here, a visit to the craft 

room is on her list. 

Cheerful and outgoing, Sara is a welcome ad-

dition to the first-floor apartments and Collington 

as a whole.
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How lucky we are to live here in Maryland! 

We have the pleasure of enjoying four seasons, 

unlike the poor folks who live farther south and 

have only two, or those in equatorial latitudes, 

who have just one. 

However, there are times, like the past 

months, when Mother Nature seems to have 

crammed all four seasons into a scrambled mix. 

One day in April it was positively hot, and the 

next there was actually snow. While several days 

in February brought the bulbs into bloom and the 

bees out foraging for nectar and pollen, the pick-

ings were few and they wasted their energy. 

The warm spells have sometimes encouraged 

birds to move north earlier, possibly outrunning 

their expected food supply, for the insect eggs 

were slower to react and hatch out the cater-

pillars and other larvae that the insect-eaters 

depend on to feed their hatchlings. By mid-April, 

some bluebirds had already built nests and laid 

clutches of eggs, and by May were feeding the 

first youngsters on whatever they could find – 

perhaps on bits of suet or seeds from feeders 

which have supported adults through the win-

ter, as well as the early insects. Hummingbirds 

showed up during a cold spell in April, but at 

least they had the native honeysuckles and the 

azaleas to feed on.

Fortunately, most herbaceous plants and 

bulbs are tolerant of late frosts, unlike some ear-

ly-blooming woodies, whose flowers so frequent-

‘Tis the Season –  
But Which One?

ly turn to brown mush. Flower stems may bend 

during a freeze but usually perk up again. Once 

frost is past, we have a virtual torrent of blooms 

– early phlox, bluebells, lilies of the valley, and in 

May, the fleeting but glorious season of bearded 

irises in all their variety, accompanied by a profu-

sion of luscious peonies. They are soon followed 

by Siberian iris, mostly deep purple. May is also 

azalea and rhododendron time, their reds, pinks 

and whites in a succession of bloom offset by 

the whites of spireas and deutzias. As these 

wonders fade to green, the season of annuals 

arrives – all the small plants that the garden 

committee has nurtured in the greenhouse have 

settled into our gardens and are showing their 

colors, as they will even into fall.

While April and May are clearly the best 

blooming months here, we do have some sum-

mer blooms to look forward to; most notably, 

native magnolias and Chinese crape-myrtle, 

plus butterfly bush and a number of other 

smaller shrubs. Thank goodness our gardens 

and woods, through several seasons, are full of 

flowers which nourish the butterflies and bees, 

and all the other insects who feed the birds who 

delight us daily!

Bearded iris.  Piaxbay photo.



Collington Singers Unmasked

For the first time in three years, the Collington 

Singers, under the direction of Marilyn Haskel, 

presented their spring concert with faces (and 

voices) uncovered. Above, a remarkable photo 

by Lily Moureaux captures the entire ensemble. 

Below, Marilyn relaxes post-concert with Eloise 

Branche and Eloise Scott. Photo by Heather 

Huyck.


